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Gentlemen:

In the Matter of the Application of

Tennessee Valley Authority

) Docket Nos. 50-390

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN) UNIT 1 - NRC BULLETIN 88-08 - THERMAL

STRESSES IN PIPING CONNECTED TO REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEMS (RCS) -

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION (TAC NO. M89581)

This letter supplements TVA's
responded to the NRC's safety
information dated October 21,

WBN.

letter dated January 10, 1995, which
evaluation and request for additional

1994, concerning the subject bulletin for

On March 14, 1995, a teleconference was held with NRC's reviewers

H. Rathbun and M. Hartzman; NRC's WBN Project Manager, P. Tam; and TVA's

technical staff, R. Wiggall and D. Posey; to clarify specific points from

the NRC's review of the subject bulletin responses and TVA diagrams which

were provided in the NRC Project Manager's status meeting on

February 8, 1995. The NRC requested that the results of the

teleconference be formally documented. The enclosure provides that

documentation.
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If you should have any questions concerning this matter, please telephone
John Vorees at (615) 365-8819.

Sin rely,

aul R. Baron
uclear Assurance and
Licensing Manager (Acting)

Enclosure
cc (Enclosure):

NRC Resident Inspector
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
Rt. 2, Box 700
Spring City, Tennessee 37381

Mr. P. S. Tam, Senior Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323



ENCLOSURE

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN) UNIT 1
BULLETIN 88-08, SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE

The following supplements and clarifies TVA's letter dated January 10, 1995,
as discussed in a teleconference on March 14, 1995. Questions 1 through 4
were telecopied to TVA on March 3, 1995, in preparation for the
teleconference. Questions 5 and 6 are additional questions raised during the
teleconference. At the request of the NRC reviewer, piping and
instrumentation diagrams (P&IDs) of the excess letdown line and the residual
heat removal (RHR) system were provided to the NRC in the February 8, 1995,
NRC Project Manager's status meeting.

QUESTION 1

"What are the valve identification numbers for the excess letdown block valve
and the two normally closed valves located downstream of the valve? (This is
needed to correlate the information contained in the APTECH report with the
P&IDs)." What is the third downstream valve and the normal position?

RESPONSE

TVA flow diagram, 1-47W809-1, delineates the valves with the following unique
identifications:

Excess letdown block valve 68-579 normally open
First downstream block valve FCV-62-54 normally closed
Second downstream block valve FCV-62-55 normally closed
Third downstream block valve FCV-62-56 normally closed

QUESTION 2

"Diagram 54A0232, Rev. D, "Air Operated Control Valve," does not clearly
delineate the double packing design. Please explain the double packing
design. (The APTECH report states the valves have double packing, and
therefore, an additional failure is required to cause valve leakage. We need
further clarification on the design drawings)."

RESPONSE

Westinghouse Instruction Book, 5710-99, for "Motor Operated Gate Valve,
Manually Operated Gate Valves and Swing Check Valves," pages 1-7 and 1-8
(attached), Figure 1.5 and Section 1.4.2 respectively, show the double packing
design in detail. In the WBN design, Item 18 of Figure 1.5 (the valve stem
leakoff) is now capped. Also, in the WBN design, Items 8 and 8a of Figure
1.5, primary and secondary packing have been replaced with a packing that has
near zero leakage characteristics. Further details of this packing
replacement with near zero leakage characteristics is found in EPRI Report
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NP-5697, Project 2233-3, Final Report. This also applies to the valve in
question. This information was contained in the design change notice that was
referenced in TVA's January 10, 1995, letter on this subject and is available
onsite for your review.

QUESTION 3

"What are the valve identification numbers for the residual heat removal
motor-operated gate valves referenced in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 of the
APTECH Report, 'Response to US Nuclear Regulatory Commission Request for
Additional Information on Watts Bar Bulletin 88-08 Evaluation'?"

RESPONSE

The residual heat removal connects to Loop 4 of the primary nuclear steam
supply system (NSSS) by four valves with series and parallel redundancy. The
primary and secondary flow paths are as follows:

Primary Flow Path: FCV-74-1 and FCV-74-2
Secondary Flow Path: FCV-74-9 and FCV-74-8

The secondary flow path is parallel with the primary flow path.

QUESTION 4

"What type of disc is used on the RHR MOVs (solid, split or flex wedge)? Was
this valve determined to be susceptible to pressure locking? (It is unclear
from the engineering drawing of these valves what type of disc is used.
Torque seated flex wedge gate valves may have an inherent leak path into the
bonnet. If this valve is a flex wedge gate valve or is susceptible to
pressure locking, then it may be more likely to exhibit a similar leakage
mechanism as in Bulletin 88-08, Supplement 3.)"

RESPONSE

The RHR isolation valves as identified in Response 3 are flexible wedge gate
valves and are torque seated. These valves were found to be susceptible to
pressure locking and were subsequently modified by drilling a hole in the
upstream disc. This modification allows double isolation by virtue of the
valves being in series. Also, the double packing, as described in Response 2,
is applicable to these valves. As previously described, any leakage through
these valves would involve a double failure and is not considered a credible
event.
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BULLETIN 88-08, SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE

QUESTION 5

What are the programmatic controls on valve seat leakage testing
(administrative controls)?

RESPONSE

The administrative controls for inservice seat leakage testing are found in
Site Standard Practice (SSP) 8.06, "ASME Section XI Pump and Valve Inservice
Testing Program." This SSP establishes the requirements for preservice and
inservice testing to assess the operational readiness of certain valves. The
valves covered are those valves that are required to perform a specific
function in shutting down the reactor to cold shutdown condition, in
maintaining the cold shutdown condition, or in mitigating the consequences of
an accident and which are required for overpressure protection.

QUESTION 6

What is the frequency of testing?

RESPONSE

SSP-8.06 refers to Surveillance Instruction 1-SI-0-905, "Primary Pressure
Boundary Isolation Valve Leak Test (Residual Heat Removal Return Valves)," for
testing details. Performance frequency is as follows: 1) every 18 months, 2)
before entering Mode 2 (startup) whenever the unit has been in Mode 5 (cold
shutdown) for 7 days or more, if leakage testing has not been performed in the
previous 9 months, or 3) within 24 hours following valve actuation due to
automatic or manual action or flow through the valve. Note that these
requirements are specific to the RHR valves in question.
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5. Bonnet
6. Stem
7. Hardfaced Backseat
8. Primary Packing
8a. Secondary Packing
9. Lantern Ring

12. Gland

13.
14.
18.
27.
28.
29.

Gland Follower
Yoke
Leak-Off Pipe
Packing Gland Stud
Packing Gland Nut
Spherical Washer

Stuffing Box Assembly
Figure 1.5
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is machined axially through the center of the bonnet. A

hardfaced backseat (7) is welded to the bottom of the stem

bore. With the valve in the backseat position, a leak tight

seal is achieved between the bonnet backseat and a mating

seat on the stem head. By using the backseat, a valve may

be repacked while still in service.

1.4.2 Stuffing Box

The stem bore is stepped to form a stuffing box which contains

the primary (8) and secondary (8a) packing rings and the lantern

ring (9). Packing compression is adjusted by means of the

gland (12) and gland follower (13). The follower is attached

to the bonnet by two studs (27) and nuts (28). The contact

surfaces of the gland and follower are spherical and each gland

nut rides on a set of spherical washers (29). The spherical

contact faces on these parts reduce the chance of gland

misalignment.

A radial hole in the upper flange connects the stuffing box to

a leak off pipe (18). This system is used to drain any fluid

which leaks through the primary packing and might otherwise

leak to the atmosphere.

The upper flange of the bonnet provides a mounting surface for

the yoke (14).

1.5 YOKE AND TORQUE ARM (Reference Figure 1.6)

1.5.1 Yoke

The yoke (14) is a structural member which is bolted to the top

flange of the bonnet. Its main purpose is to support the valve

operator. The flat boss on the side wall contains the torque

arm slot and position-indicating plates. This boss is also used

as a mounting surface for external limit switches. Windows in

the side walls afford access to the stuffing box components. The

yoke design permits repacking of the valve without
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